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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DECISION

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM CANNON

SUBJECT:

PROVIDING ADDITIONAL U.S.
URANIUM ENRICHMENT CAPACITY

The Issue
The issue for your decision is whether to propose that the
plant to provide the next increment of U.S. uranium enrichment
capacity be:
1. A privately-owned diffusion plant financed, built and
operated by the Uranium Enrichment Associates (UEA) ,
backed up by a Federal commitment to buy out the
plant, if necessary and under stated conditions,
prior to its commercial operation; or
2. An add-on Government-owned diffusion plant financed
by ERDA.
In either case, ERDA would intensify its efforts to commercialize centrifuge technology for future increments to be
built by the private sector.
Developments Since Your May 23rd Meeting
During your May 23rd meeting, you directed that discussions
be held immediately with the UEA and that alternatives for
a firm Administration commitment by June 30 for the next
increment of enrichment capacity be presented to you for
decision by June 3. This memorandum completes those actions.
Since May 23:
UEA has submitted a substantially modified proposal for
back-up Government support for their venture which provides a considerably improved basis for a legislative
proposal covering this and future increments of capacity.
This proposal (outlined below as Alternative #1) is
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- 2 generally responsive to the major objectives on which
Zarb, Seamans, Connor and your other advisers all agree:
An early commitment to build additional capacity so
that the U.S. will be perceived as a reliable supplier
of uranium enrichment services -- so that the Nation
can obtain a large share of the world market and
retain leadership in the nuclear field.
Early private commercial involvement in the expanding
market for uranium enrichment services -- ending the
current Government monopoly.
Minimum Federal budgetary impact, short and long term.
Adequate Federal control over the export of uranium
enrichment services to satisfy national security and
international energy policy objectives.
There are risks connected with the new UEA proposals,
involving principally:
The question of acceptability to Congress.
Some uncertainty that UEA can complete the necessary
arrangements.
Some Congressional delay, compared to a Government plant.
However, the UEA proposal itself and the additional steps
developed by ERDA would minimize these risks.
In view of the risks, there is also presented for your
consideration the Alternative (#2, below) of a Government
add-on diffusion plant -- which reduces the risks but which
also eliminates the chance of immediate private enrichment
and increases the Federal budget impact.
Your advisers have also agreed that:
the Administration should not consider proposing that
all future enrichment capacity be provided by the
Government or a Government corporation because we must
avoid perpetuating a Government monopoly. This alternative needs to be kept in mind because it undoubtedly
will be considered by the Congress, and it provides a
useful baseline for evaluating the two alternatives
presented for your decision.
the legislative proposal covering the next increment of
capacity should also cover future follow-on increments
built by industry, probably with Federal backup
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arrangements similar to those proposed for UEA. The
legislation must not be applicable solely to UEA.
ERDA's program to establish a competitive industry
should be intensified to assure that several firms
will be ready to build subsequent plants using centrifuge, and should also be announced on June 30.
(ERDA
proposes to move promptly under either alternative on
this follow-on activity.)
a legislative proposal authorizing an increase in the
price of ERDA's Government subsidized enrichment services
to a level more nearly comparable to a commercial rate
(from current $53 per unit to approximately $75) should
be sent immediately to the Congress.
Considerations Bearing Upon Your Decision
A number of considerations are essentially equal with respect
to either alternative and need not be considered further here.
These include:
The date when the next increment of capacity must be
on line (now estimated at 1983).
Nuclear materials safeguards (non-proliferation) in
terms of both the physical security of the plant and
continued Federal control over exports.
Impact on the Government's stockpile of enriched uranium.
Customers for the next increment of capacity which are
expected to be predominately foreign.
Risk of not having the next increment of capacity on
line when needed.
Opposition from nuclear power opponents -- who may try
to prevent any new increment of capacity as another way
of slowing nuclear power (but who will be vulnerable to
the counter argument that failure to build means dependence on foreign sources of uranium enriched services).
The ability to accommodate foreign investment in an
enrichment plant on a non-discriminatory basis.
Alternatives
The principal features of the two alternatives are:
Alt. #1. UEA would construct a free-standing 9 million
unit diffusion plant in Alabama. Both this alternative

- 4 and Alt. #2 would be followed by industry construction of
succeeding plants, probably using centrifuge technology,
and with backup Government arrangements similar to those
now proposed by UEA.
Details of the alternative, including
the new UEA proposal are at Tab A.
Briefly:
UEA intends to build the plant at a cost of $3.5 billion
in 1976 dollars ($2.75 billion in 1974 dollars) with full
operation attained in 1983; sell 40% of the output to
domestic utilities and 60% to foreign organizations on
long term contracts; and finance the venture on an
85%-15% debt-equity ratio.
Investment will be 40%
domestic and 60% foreign but U.S. owners will have control
through 55% of the voting rights.
The Government would sell to UEA essential components
which are produced exclusively by the Government; supply
diffusion technology and warrant its operation, and buy
from or sell to UEA enriched uranium from the U.S Government stockpile to accommodate a start up date earlier or
later than planned. The Government would be paid at cost
for components and technical assistance and receive a
royalty for the technology.
UEA proposes that, prior to commercial operation, there
be available authority through new legislation for the
Government to buy out UEA if the venture threatened to
fail -- at the call of UEA or the Government, and with
compensation to UEA ranging from full reimbursement to
total loss of its equity interest, depending upon circumstances leading to the threat of failure.
If it became necessary to buy out UEA, control of this
multinational project would then rest with the Federal
Government, much as it would if the enterprise had been
launched as a Federal project.
ERDA has proposed several steps to minimize the risks of
delays in UEA's completion of its organizational, financial
and design steps, and help assure that the national commitment to new capacity is perceived by potential foreign
customers -- because Congress may be slow to approve such
a novel approach.
ERDA proposes:
A letter agreement with UEA, under existing authority,
to permit UEA to proceed about July 1 with preliminary
design and with financial and other arrangements.
Assurances (perhaps a Presidential statement) to domestic
and foreign customers that orders placed with U.S.
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suppliers would result in assured U.S. supply -- either
through a successful UEA project or through the u.s.
Government.
These steps be implemented only after consultation with
the Joint Co~~ittee on Atomic Energy.
ERDA will look for additional steps that might be announced
on June 30 to help assure industry an adequate market, so
that the private centrifuge program moves ahead quickly.
Alt. #2. ERDA would construct a $1.2 billion diffusion
plant with a capacity of up to 5 million units as an
add-on to its existing 9 million unit plant at Portsmouth,
Ohio. This would be followed by private industry construction of centrifuge plants, starting with competitive pro~
posals from 3 or 4 firms.
This alternative would involve
a request to Congress for:
authorization and appropriations (beginning in FY 76)
for construction of the add-on diffusion plant.
authorization for Government back-up arrangements for
centrifuge plants similar to those proposed by UEA for
the diffusion plant.
(This facet would parallel the
succeeding centrifuge plant aspects of Alternative #1.)
This alternative is presented in more detail at Tab B.
Arguments
Alternative #1:

(Immediate privatization)

For
. Explicitly maintains momentum built up over the past
3 years under an Executive Branch policy committed to
having industry build the next increments of capacity .
. Takes the major step necessary toward achieving the
objective of a private, multi-firm enrichment industry;
in effect ''breaks trail" for subsequent private plants .
. Minimizes the Federal budget impact in the next few
years by avoiding a Government plant -- assuming takeover proves unnecessary. Budgetary impacts of the two
alternatives are summarized at Tab C.
. Provides an adequate signal to foreign customers of
U.S. commitment to be a reliable supplier, and ad~quate
control over exports to meet national security and
international energy goals .
. Constitutes a bold step, demonstrating innovative
leadership and shows the Administration's intent of
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of relying on private industry rather than Government
for the large capital investments that will be needed
for U.S. energy independence .
. While the UEA approach is more difficult, your advisers
agree that it is basically sound and feasible.
Against
. If UEA fails, the Government would end up with a freestanding plant that is larger and more expensive than
the add-on point that we would start out now without
the privatization attempt .
. Congressional approval will be more diffic~lt to
obtain than for a Government-owned plant, and will
take longer (probably by at least 2 to 3 months).
• We will not know for another 7 to 10 months whether
UEA will be successful in putting its deal together
(getting foreign and domestic equity partners, debt
financing and customers), but
. UEA does not yet have an assured power supply and plans
to use nuclear plants which may face uncertainty and
delay.
. It will be viewed as favored treatment for one firm.
. UEA would have to obtain licenses that the Government
would not have to obtain.
If buy-out were required
because UEA cannot obtain necessary licenses (e.g.,
because of environmental or safety problems) -- an
event considered unlikely -- it is conceivable that
the Government would choose not to override the
objections and not proceed to operate the plant.
Alternative #2 (Government Plant)
For
. Better chance of early Congressional approval .
. Better chance of being perceived abroad as a firm U.S.
commitment to be a reliable supplier, and at an earlier
date.
. Smaller diffusion plant will reduce the likelihood of
capturing part of the market that would otherwise be
available for early starts on centrifuge plants.
. Slightly easier to assure export controls necessary to
achieve safeguards and international energy strategies.
Against
. The major step that must be taken to achieve commercialization would be deferred and the policy of the
past three years reversed, leaving doubt in industry
as to whether any future Government attempts to
privatize would be considered credible.

- 7 . Loss of momentum (UEA would fold).
The opportunity
for immediate private entry would be lost .
. Most obstacles and objections now being raised may
reappear when the follow-on emerges. Further, at
that time, private entry will be even more difficult
because of the need to use new technology (centrifuge) .
. There is no assurance that a 5 million unit diffusion
plant would be adequate to get us to the stage of
centrifuge demonstration plants.
If centrifuge
commercialization is less successful than hoped, a
larger Government plant would be needed .
. Domestic electric utilities have benefited from the
existing Government monopoly. Commitment now to
another Government plant would strengthen their hopes
that the present Government monopoly can be perpetuated •
. Certain to have a significant Federal budget impact,
particularly through 1981 (details at Tab C) •
. Difficulties are expected in getting clean fuel and
meeting environmental standards for the fossil fueled
power supply needed for the Government plant.

SUi\1!\1./\H.Y: Workiag Paper rc U r·<miwn Enrichn1ent Associates
U F.:A intends to:

Build as a private cnt~!rprise venture a 9 million S\VU 1trani11m
e:nrichment facility in 1\ laba~11a, estimatccl to cost$?., 750,000,000
. ·-tjn 197'lsk:'ll'-rs with full operation to he attained in 1983.
vJ~lV'-~~ '/he uHimaee plant size will)?.e c~et~rrriii1ed by the market.
1. .

2.

Sell to clon1e~· li.c utilities (40% of lhe oulptit) and to fo1·eign
organbmtions :60~o of the output) on long-term (25 year)
contracts, at
price sufficient to pay all costs and provide an
appropriate r durn to the investors .
.........

3.

Finance the 40o/o domestic capacity frorn nonnal conunercial
sources in US on an 85% debt - 15% equity ratio. Finance the
66% foreign sources on the c rerlit of the foreign custmne rs and
with the same rlcbt equity t.·atio •.

USG has heen requested to:
l.

~upply,

2.

Supply USG ' s diffusion technology and warrant its satisfactory
operation.

3.

Provide during first yca:C.of operation _Jin1ited access to and
from USG' s stockpile of enriched rnaterial to balance significant
stat-1:-up loading problcrns .

_

at ~ost , esscntialJncchanical con1ponents, presently
produced exc~usively by USG .

U c: A p·t.~~:

1. Pi·i£· to commercial ·opct"ation a standby USG financial backup lasting for
the critical cnns t ntction pc riod plus one year is proposed to offset the
cur·rent weak credit position of the u. s. utility industry and give
confidence to comtncrcial lenders.__, .

By
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pt 6p:wal, U F:/\ may require
USG to p r ovidc,\financial backup
if UEA c;:~.nnot complete the plant or bring it into cmnmercial ·operation, but
~uch a call is at the risk of loss to UEA of its equity interest.
USG at such
call of UEl\ , has the right to acquire UEA's domestic equity position and the
obligation to assume UEA 's liabilities and rlebt.

..
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J-• USG may <1.lso t·equire U.EA to rcle<1.se the project to USG if the governm_a-rr~s
intere~t demands and thereby will be obligated to assume UEA's liabil)'W,' t!s
and debt.
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•3'~l'hc~ ,.,,n~•i.dr~t·ati.on for :1•.:qtti!;ition of tn:r,•:-; doJrl(~:;tic cquitr po:;ilion in cit.lP·L·
ca:·i<! can t•:tn:;c: frn1n ]·) · ;:~ •>( ''fi"ity foe uncorec·ct ..:rl gross 1nisrnan;1.getn•:nt
of 111:/\ fq f111l f:1i1· ·~ot•lp•·n·;:dion fnt· caw;ativt! c:v<·nts ontside UJ·:t\'s
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USG will h;1.vc appropriate rights to approve certain 1naltcrs to be
a~r<!e<l upon.
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Address Replies to:

May 30, 1975
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Dear

l

I

Uraniun1 .Endchrnent Ass.ociates has for two yeat·s been
cneagcd in rlevcloping a privately financed, owned and operated
uraninn1 <~nl'icl-iin<..:nt vcn~ure in response to the C:ovcrnrnc~nt 1 s
invitation to clo so. Dnr.ing th;J.t period, a great clc~al of wot·k
has been clone and 1nany tentative agreernents have bet>n reached.
In the attached paper entitled "Working Paper Rc Uranium
F.:u·ichment Associr~tc··~ rhf-,:-~ '!-.~:!.ir 30, ! ~7S .-... ~! .i.ot llteeiings
conducted with the USG intc r -agency group clu dng the week, we
have sununarized our present sitnation and proposed a pt·ogratn
of government contingency hack-up to the credit worthiness of
United States utilities which we believe will enable us to successfully proceed with this undertaking. ·
The aclions proposed anticipate no expenditure of government
funds unless our project cannot be completed in the private
sector, an eventuality we believe rnost unlikely. If our project
'
cannot be so completed , provision is made for government
possession and ownership of the facility and other assets, so
that the national objective of providing enrichm~nt capacity will
be preserved. We believe the actions proposed for the Government will lead to provision of the next increment of enrichment
capacity at the lowrst possible involv<:n1cnt <Lml cost to the government and in a rnanner 1nost consistent with national policy; ?-nd ·we,
therefore, most urgently solicit early favorable decision •.. .
To permit the project to proceed as expeditiously as possible
under the genet·al principles outlined in the attached paper, we
urge that, in the event the Government favorably considers these
11

•.

..
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Page Two

propos;}.ls, such action be confinncd in the fortn of a brief
interim agreement to he effective while lllOt·e definitive
agreements are ncgoU.ated.
'Ve are tnost anxious to bring other crptity participants
into the project, to advance negotiations with the \:ustmners
who have shown interest an(l to 1nov:c on all other of the
con1plex n1::magetn•~nt, financial :->nd. n1a1·kc:'ti~g undc dakings
necessary to assut·c cmnplction of the vcnhtt·.c.
We a,ssurc yon of the interest and rlcdication of our pat·cnt
organizations to UEA and tq private enterprise and to this
project; although in the limited time available and in view of
t:he uncertainties of the Government ' s position, we l:lave not yet
obtained formal approval of the Boards of the participating
cmnpc-mics to this specific proposal.
'Ve stand ready to follow-up on this matter in any way
we can and will he available to discuss the matter further at
your convenience.
Very truly yours ,

J . W. Komes

R. A. Jay

..
•.

;
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WORKING PAPER RE URANIUM ENRICHMENT ASSOCIATES

Uranium Enrichment Associates (UEA) has been formed in response
to the expressed policy of the United States Government (USG) to develop
the first private enrichment plant in the United States following the
"
CIP/CUP programs of ERDA. UEA is confident this can be accomplished
N
with
financing based upon long-term non-cancellable contracts with Upited
....
~ ~
·,
States and foreign organizations who require enrichment services. Recent
~- ~
months, however, have demonstrated that the credit of U.S. utilities has
~
deteriorated. To give confidence to investors·: back-up assurances will
~
4 be required from the United States Goverrunent. Such assurances would be
d
,;.& compatible with the commitment of this country to be a continuing and
·~ ij. reliable source of enrichment sen{ces.
.~
The general plan for· proceeding with a private uranium enrichm.ent
venture involves the construction and operation of a Iir-ge gaseous diffusion
~~~]
enriching plant located on. the Chattahoochee River in s~utheastern Alabama,
~
where a site has been optioned.
.
-~
A plant of 9 million SWU per year capacity is planned. H &e:h:tes l':'t'tR
1
~ao Pli' £a 11 s\;tli Ml of tltf>e_da:f!iruut s c 'j I' 11
L s I:>L*\Jfmt:he=phnzl, • of a p1 opoi-LlOJia-tei:y
Sfl>l? llei .. t5i::&G:;=cottlcl=be baiPt 1 laiH¥PflltiemttA:gaehe=plant to ehezftdl 9 tniUion
~ ~ '&UHJ _sfilik"S r&:Qd iU A preliminary estimate of the cost of the 9
~
million SWU plant is $2,750,000,000 in 1974 dollars, with full operation
to be attained in 1983. Power in the amount of about 2500 MWe is expected
....,
to be supplied from a dedicated nuclear power facility, to be· financed different!
~ ...,.
Based on marketing efforts undertaken to date, about 40% of the plant
i-d
capacity= will be taken by domestic utilities, and the balance by non- US
_ ~.~
organizations. For both domestic and foreign customers, UEA will supply
~ Q..
toll enrichment service under long-term (25 year) contract; \
~ Cf!
Each customer will be charged. for its percentage of the total cost of
~;f
operation of the facility on a "take or pay'' basis and will supply and retain
'C:i
title to the required feed material.
Project financing utilizing an 85% debt, 15% equity ratio is contemplated
both for the non- US share of the plant and for the domestic share of the plant.
As now foreseen, about 60%. of the project will be contracted to foreign
reactor needs. In avoidance of the problems of political change, currency
modifications, and other possible modifying events, the UEA contracts with
foreign customers will require that each such customer provide, on a firm
basis, all of the capital investment proportional to each customer's
subscription to the output from the enrichment plant. Such capital investments
will include equity and debt and must be provided by the customer from its
own sources of capital and the obligation of repayment rests ·with the customer
Prospective foreign customers understand these conditions and also understand that voting control (55%) will be in the hands of the United States
investors.
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!he dmted ;:,tates porhon of the equity will be supplied by US investor s
who are expected to be a group of substantial industrial concerns. U.S. debt
fina·ncing during the construction period will be by interiln loans from comn1erc
banks with final take-out financing from the U.S. commercial bond market.
The se.curity for long-term debt will be the firm . contracts from the purchasers
of the enrichment services.
UEA proposes to use all reasonable commercial back-up arrangements
within the private s·ector in sup"port of the project. A program of insurance
has been developed which will provide substantial coverage from tre risks
of physical da:J;nage, business interruption, and general liability. Extended
risk coverage to the limit of $1 billion, business interruption with a limit
of $100 million and general liability insurance up to $50 million now have
been assured.
It is also proposed to establish a conting~ncy reserve fund which will
accumulate from an addition to the unit cost of separative work performed for
customers of the plant. The reserve fund is intended to provide protection
against unforeseen financial requirements during the operation of the enrichmet
facility. Amounts unused in the reserve fund for such_p:urpose and collected
from U.S. customers vrill ultitnately serve to offset their debt service
through the latter years of debt obligation. Sufficient funds are expected to
accumulate to permit this reserve fund to pay for debt service during
the last 10 to 12 years of the debt obligation. At that point, the customer's
cost of separative work would be reduced by elimination of payments to the
reserve fund as well as of charges for debt service.
Under the contracts with the customers of the plant, the cost of
separative work will provide full recovery of the t"otal costs of owning,
financing, operating, and maintaining the project, including provisio!1 for
an after tax l"Phn:·n en ~q.Iity c.:.r.~.1_1.JUlcU. a.i. :i.5o/o oi imtlal·equity investment with
such adjustment as may be necessary to attract quality equity participants.
The above basic terms have been discussed at length with interested
U.S. utilities and foreign customers, and they are in general agreement.
These terms coupled with the followin~ areas of government assistance will
produce conditions whic~ in our opinion_, will allow private entry into
uranium enrichment.
It must be recognized that the technology and the key components of
the gaseous •diffusion process are classified government inform.ation not
generally acces.sible to either the private investor or to the utilj.ty customer.
Accordingly, the UEA plant will be founded on confidence in government
supply of key components, government processes and government knowhow •
.USG will charge a royalty during the first 17 years of operation of the UEA
plant.
Consequently, certain government assurances are reasonable to support
the transition to private industry. UEA, therefore_, requests the following
assurances:

1.

The supply by USG to UE~ at cost, of essential mechanical
components of the plant such as barriers and seals which,
for security reasons, are p:z;esently produced exclusively
by USG;
..

....
,....,
...,

..
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2.
/
.,:-·.;

Access to USG' s stockpile cf enriched material: 9 million
SWU equivalent to be available from USG stockpile for lease
·
.,.<;r--~~~-tQ -~E-~during start-up period to cushion against
(~~ ~elays o:: interrup.tion ~f plant operat.ion and ~o assist UEA
~tA/
1n match1ng capac1ty w1.th orders dunng the f1rst few years; and
~ ··
a commitment that USG will purchase from UEA enriching
'
service up to 6 million SWU during the first 5 years of UEA
operation, to balance .over-capacity due to scheduling of first
core loadin.gs or other significant factors which affect the
reasonable balance.of production capacity and the then current
demand. The quantity of USG material held in stockpile for
UEA would be decreased annually after start-up of the UEA
plant, so that after 5 years of operation no f·urther requirement
would exist.
· •·
Specific provisions defining the conditions under ·w hich
material would be furnished from .or to the USG stockpile as weU.-1
as repayment arrangements, if any, prices, terms and othe~
condihons will be negotiated on a mutually acceptable basis.
In addition to these transactions, UEA and ERDA will
work out mutually acceptable arrangements for the exchange
of SWU's to permit UEA to serve customers requiring highly
enriched HTGR fuel and to assist an economical plant start-up.

3.

The supply at cost of technical assistance and knowhow
for the installation and operation of USG' s diffusion process.
USG will guarantee that the manufactured items and process
technology will operate as expected and will accept the
obligation to complete or cause completion of the plant if
UEA is unable to satisfactorily complete because of a breach
of USG's warranty. Such obligation shall continue until one yea:r;
after demonstration of full-scale steady commercial operation.

4.

An undertaking by USG t:o provide back-up support with respect
to the financing of the plant and the obligations to complete and
operate the plant which is anticipated to be through a "transfer
of ownership" from UEA to USG, as outlined below.
This undertaking would provide the needed assurance, from
a credit w_orthy source, that additional capital can be available to
provide for completion of the project or that the investors have
the opportunity to recover their investment if the project can not
reasonably be brought into commercial operation.
"Transfer of ownership" would be the acquisition by USG
of the owners' rights of the domestic holders of UEA equity and
the control of UEA. USG will also thereby assume the liabilities
and obligations, inc).uding responsibilities for· repayment of
the domestic debt, of UEA .
Either UEA or USG could
·,
1
..;require a transfer of ownership; UEA, if in its opinion _
l
it were unable, for any reason, to physically complete the plant• or otherwise bring it into commercial operatic
despite its best efforts; or U,SG in its opinion for the same
reasons; or if UEA has defaulted in meeting specified and agreed
conditions. The right to require a transfer and tre obligation

I

I
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I

l

----------------------------to acce pt would terxninale o ne year after the plant has achieved
full-scale steady commercial opnrati.on.
The consideration to be paicJ by USG for the acqui sitio n o f
the rights of the domestic holders of UEA's equity would b e
determined by reference to whether the reason for the transfe r
fell within one of three categories, but the consideration would,
in any event, include assumption of liabilities. The three
categories are:
FIRST, events caused by USG or otherwise beyond the
reasonable control of UEA as (listed below. In such cases UEA's
domestic equity holders would be entitled to full compensation,
that is, return of their original. investment and additional
compensation, as determined by. USG, to reflect the results
achieved to the date of transfer .
A.

Failure of warranted USG technology to operate
so as to permit the plant to a~hiev<: 'corrunercial
operation within the agreed upon tilne period
and costs, despite reasonable efforts of both
UEA and USG.

B.

Failure of governmental licenses to be obtained
in a timely manner or the application of law or
regulation so as to prevent the plant from achieving
corrunercial operation within the agreed upon
time period and costs , despite reasonable efforts
of both UEA and USG.

C.

Interposition by USG for reasons of national interest
in the matter of contractual relationships between
UEA and previously approved customers to a degree
.which significantly threatens the economic viability
of the project.
·

Ore.c:_..,.....u -(·Q,._t.l.(Cu--> <~c...~'-'"''"'"4.~

·
D.

The inability of UEA{\to raise capital f o r construction
o r long-term financing despite reasonable efforts
of UEA to do so.

E.

Such other events as may be mutually agreed upon.

A

.t,_.L{6A

SECO~fl• (.events involving gross mismanagemenl,.Bwillful

misconducv~~ ~
'

II

gross negligence by UEA which significantly
threatens satisfactory completion and capacity of the project and
for which UEA, after formal written request from USG, does not
take reasonable steps toward correction. In such an event, no
cash compensation would be paid for the rights of UEA' s equity hol
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THIH.D, · c vents which do not fall witbi n Lhe first two
categories. In such an evr~nt thP. appropriate degree of compensation, if any, would ht:: detcrmi nf!d utiJi hing agreed formulas
·
·
for the recognition of the efforts of UEA and the degree
_lt1~ o~ fau~t, if any, ~:seeing and d:ali~g with the parti:ular
~(\~ u">"~~fo"') s1tuabon. The prehm1nary determwahon of compensatlon shall
be· made by USG and the basis thereof reviewed with UEA.
1 • .;
As noted, UEA 1 s domestic financing obligations would
be assumed by USG in the event of a transfer of ownership,
which UEA understands will invoke the full faith and credit of the
United States. UEA intends to assure that all its domestic
debt will be callable, without premium, in case of.a transfer
of ownership.

U
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UEA has proceeded on the basis that there will be a firm ~nd continuing
policy of the United St?-tes Government with reference to the participation of
foreign investors in enrichment facilities located in the United States and
in the sale of enriching services to foreign customers.! It has been taken
that the policy of the Government has been to encourage such international
relationships, and it is expected that the present areas of doubt will be
c larified with a strong and positive statement reexpressing the United
States policy. UEA will continue to advise prospecttve foreign customers
that their participation in UEA, either as an investor or client for enriching
services, would be subject to U.S. laws, regulations and licenses. UEA
intends i.n all respects to operate as a private industry venture using high
quality standards of commercial procedure, practice and control.
In recognition of the USG guarantee of equiprnent, process and the
like . UEA will develop the design of the plant in full cooperation with USG
and permit USG full opportunity to be aware of1 _have access to and approval
of the manner in which the process is engineered, installed in the plant
and operated.
In recognition of USG interests and because of the USG support of
the financial position of the project, ·UEA will arrange to have its procedures,
practices and controls reviewed by an independent audit firm of recognized
competence and secure and file with the USG their opinion of the adequacy of
these elements . UEA will also obtain USG approval of actions and agreements
to be undertaken by UEA which could significantly affect the interest of USG.
UEA and USG will define the types of such actions and agreements and specify
them to the extent possible .

I
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TAB B

!?._escription of the Government Plant Alternative (#2)
Alternative 2 is similar to Alternative 1 insofar as the
development of private centrifuge enriching capacity is
concerned; it differs only in the method of providing
the needed early increment of govermnent diffusion capacity.
Under Alternative 2 the Government would proceed promptly
to undertake the construction of an add-on increment of
capacity to the existing ERDA plant at Portsmouth, Ohio.
While the increment would be sized nominally at 5 millionseparative work units per year, the firming (within the next
year or so) of future demand, and of plans of private centrifuge enrichers to supply enriching services, would permit
some adjustment of this capacity target before major construction had begun. The add-on plant would be scheduled for completion
by about 1983 assuming project authorization and initial funding
in FY 1976. The add-on increment would be designed to be an
integral part of the entire Government enriching complex; it
could not operate independently to produce a nuclear power
reactor grade product.
Because of this it would utilize a
single size of equipment, thus have a lower per SWU capital
cost than •:1ould a "full gradient" plant. The total cost of
the add-on plant is projected to be $1.2 billion in 1976 dollars.
Under Alternative 2, just as under Alternative 1, ERDA would
launch concurrently an intensified program to assure that
several firms will be ready to build subsequent private plants
using the new centrifuge technology.
The private centrifuge
program envisages early ERDA issuance of a Request for
Proposals (RFP) from the private sector to achieve several
centrifuge projects in the 2-3 million SWU/year range in the
mid-1980's. While such projects would likely cormnence with
smaller modules, perhaps a tenth that size, the progr&~ would
contemplatp the smooth expansion of these projects to achieve
the capacity at which further expansion could occur without
Government assistance and in response to the need of the
marketplace.
Response to the RFP would be expected to identify
the Government assistance required.
This is likely to include
similar provisions to those requested by UEA under Alternative 1
and would therefore require appropriate authorizing legislation.
A period of negotiation with individual proposers is anticipated
leading to firm contractual cormnitments to the program by
several companies before the end of FY 1976.
Alternative 2 would achieve the objective'of early resumption
of firm u.s. contracting by ERDA promptly seeking (a) amendment
by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the criteria upon
which it is now permitted to contract, and (b) formal Congressional authorization of and appropriations for the add-on
.project. Then firm contracting could resume.

-

2 -

Alternative 2, like Alternative 1, also contemplates the
prompt request to the Congress for authority to charge for
Government enriching services on a more nearly corrunerical
basis.
While this is justifiable in its o"ttm right, it has
a corollary benefit with respect to stimulation of private
enrichment projects and the v1illingness of utility customers
to negotiate with private enrichers.

TAB C

FEDERAL BUDGETARY IMPACT OF THE TWO ALTERNATIVES
The attached table contrasts the budgetary impact of the two
proposals over the next 15 years. Briefly,
. Under alternative #1 (UEA plant), there would be net
revenue flow to the Government through 1990 of about
$625 million -- assuming buy-out is not necessary.
This reflects th~ net effect of:
- ERDA outlays through 1990 of about $245 million,
principally for resalable assets (in the form of
uranium enrichment services) with an acquisition
cost of $300 which would be sold around 1990.
- Revenues which would flow to the Government
between 1984 and 1990 in the form of:
. income tax payments by UEA of about $430 million .
. royalty payments on technology of about $140 million.
The short-term (through 1981) budget impact would be
$19 million in revenues.
The contingent "buy out" feature might require about
$1.4 billion of contract authority (BA) initially, but
the outlay projection would be expected to be zero.
In
addition, a buyout of UEA could involve an additional
obligation for two nuclear power plants at a value of
$1.2 billion .
. Under alternative #2 (Government plant), net ERDA outlays
through FY 1990 would be about $508 million, but net ERDA
outlays would be $761 million in the short term (through
1981).
There would also be an obligation to provide for electric
power supplies for the add-on diffusion plant which is
not shown on the table
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Comparative Analysis of Budgetary Impact on ERDA of Uranium Enrichment Capacity Expansion Alternatives
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Footnotes
Note:
a. All figures assume "most likely" case, rather than minimum or maximum estimates.
b. Follow-on increments of capacity in either alternative are expected to be provided by private
industry (using centrifuge technology), with Government assistance (at least for the first few
plants). The cost of such an assistance program is not yet known but would be essentially the
same under both alternatives. However, such an assistance program might well occur a little
later under Alt. 1.

l/

Includes about $800 million for certain business costs which would not be incurred in Alternative 2.

11

Government costs would be recoverable through sale of these excess SWUs, probably in the late 1980's
or beyond.

11

Assumes excess uranium feed (yellow cake) available from ERDA stocks. If such feed must instead
be purchased by ERDA at $30/lb. u3os, an additional $500 million would be required. Furthermore,
potential maximum obligation proposed by UEA could cost the Government $1.2 billion.

~

Covers contingent buy-out of domestic share of UEA project by ERDA. Assuming UEA project cost of
$3.5 billion (1976 dollars), this feature could cost the Government up to 40% of $3.5 billion, or
$1.4 billion for domestic debt and equity. If the Government should be obligated only to buy
domestic equity (15% of the domestic share), this feature would cost the Government up to $210
million. It would probably be necessary to seek BA initially unless Congress were willing to
approve, and UEA were willing to accept, authorization of appropriation of "such amounts as may
be necessary" when and if contingency arises. In any event, the "most likely 11 outlay projection
would be zero.

2J

Assumes commercial-type charge for enrichment services and maintaining current contract schedules.

TAB D - Assessment of
Congressional attitudes to be
provided 6/2/75 by Congressional
Relations Staff

TAB

II

Background information for review of draft decision
paper:
Tab A - Uranium Enrichment Market
Tab B - Status of Centrifuge Technology
Tab C - Extent of Private Industry Interest in
Proceeding with Centrifuge Demonstration
Plants now.
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URANIUt--1 ENRICHMENT !'11\RKET
The enrichment market is highly uncertain in magnitude and
timing.
The most likely estjmate of uncontractcd domestic
demand (in millions of SWU's) is as follow:
1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

0.2

0.7

3.2

5.0

8.3

ll. 6

15.6

As to foreign demand, the best estimate for currently
unsatisfied annual needs beginning the the early to mid
1980's may be that obtained by UEA during numerous foreign
negotiations.
In millions of SWU's per years, these are
as follows:
Japan·
France
West Germany
Iran

1 to 2
l
l

Switzerland
Spain
Asian
Conditional contracts
with ERDA which will
terminate on June 30
(various countries)
Total

1.8 (including material
for resale on stockpile)
0.4
0.4
0.4

1 to 2
7 to 9

UEA plans to capture 5.4 million SWU's from this foreign market
and satisfy 3.6 million of domestic demand.
ERDA assumes the same 9 million SIW market and would provide for
it on the basis of 5 million from the ERDA add-on diffusion plant
and the remaining 4 to be met from several centrifuge plants to
be operative at that level in the same mid 1980's time frame and
expanding thereafter to meet continuing market growth.

..
TAB B

STATUS OF CENTRIFUGE TECHNOLOGY

~.

Question
Compare the st~cus of gas centrifuge technolo~y to gaseous diffusion
insofar as its present co~~ercialization potential is c0ncerned.
Answer
With over 30 years of large-scale operating experience and development,
the gaseous diffusion process has proved to be a highly reliable and
ecohomical method of enriching uranium. The gas centrifuge process
which has been under development for 15 years and is now approaching
production capability appears to be economically competitive and has
been sho\vn to have certain advantages in commercialization potential.
Plant Size
Gas centrifuge plants can be economically built in smaller capacities
than gaseous diffusion. This results from a higher degree of separation
inherent in individual gas centrifuge equipment and the ability to more
readily scale the plant to desired size. Gaseous diffusion~ on the
other hand, requires many stages to achieve enrichment and is dependent
on large equipment to achieve economy. The scaling of gas centrifuge
~1 :ont:: ~i~~ ;~==:.it::: =~~:;i.:!;::L.::.~ivf;. v.f wcmy ~md:i..:i..eL· regional gas centrituge
enrichment plants providing greater flexibility. Provided that a sound
centrifuge sub-supplier industry has been established, construction of
small increments of capacity may permit ''tracking" the enriching service
demand.
Pol.rer Requirements

'•

The gas centrifuge process is shol~ to use about 10 percent of the electric
power consumed by the same capacity gaseous diffusion enrichment plants.
This results from the £act that the gas centrifuge process is inherently
more energy efficient. The lower electric power requirement allows locating
gas centrifuge enrichment plants without major dependence on large electr ic
power systems and sources. Projections of operating costs indicate that
gas . centrifuge plant operating costs will be largely under the control of
the operator. Because of high power consumption, a large portion of
gaseous diffusion plant operating cost will be dependent on utility control.
Technology Potential

.
The capacity and performance of gas centrifuge equipment is currently limite
by materials, fabrication techniques and the understanding of gas centrifuge
theory. Further developments are expected to increase the c~afr~ty and
perfonnance of individual centrifuges. These improvements could be incorporated in operating enrichment plants during nornal ·replaCCillent of cent rifu
Gaseous diffusion· technology, although not exhausted, is more matur.::! and by
nature is more difficult and expensive to · incorporate into operatinz planL S.
~

Patent and Proprietary Incentive
Since the gas centrifuge process is new and has large potential for
improvements, patent and proprietary opportunities are great. These
opportunities are part of the reasons that industry participants are
considering gas centrifuge for uraniufi enriching and serve to encourage
further industrial entry into the field of gas centrifuge fabrication .
In the gaseous diffusion process, the Government has developed to a
highly sophisticated level and is the sole fabricator of key elements
of the p~ocess . Therefore, the patent and proprietary opportunities
in gaseous diffusion enriching are limited .
Re~iability

and Demonstrated Performance ·

Adequate reliability and performance of production type gas centrifuges
has been demonstrated in test facilities . These tests will continue ~vith
current and advanced centrifuges in support of new enric~~ent plants. The
gaseous diffusion process with 30 years of operating experience has demonstrated high reliability and perfo~ance. A significant part of the
operating cost of gas centrifuge enriching plants is the replacement and
repair of the high speed centrifuges, thus the cost of enrichment in these
plants is sensitive to the centrifuge operating life . Operation of gas
centrifuge enriching plants would assure a manufacturing market for
centrifuge component suppliers . The projected gas centrifuge enriching
plant economics are based on short operating life centrifuges . If the
plant operator can increase the life by reasonable operating changes or
improved centrifuges, the economics ~-rould improve •

'·

. The overall risks associated,~th new enrichment plants are higher with the
gas centrifuge process since industry has never been called upon to supply
large quantities of equipment and materials used in manufacturing gas
centrifuges. On~going ERDA progra~s are providing industry with the
technology that has been developed and assisting in promoting the expansion
of necessary supporting industries until the market is established. The
gas centrifuge process cost projections assume conservative operating life
for cent~ifuges tending to minimize the risk of higher operating costs.
More ERDA effort is currently directed toward gas centrifuge nanufacture
consistent with the development program. For .a new , large gaseous diffusion
enrichment plant , EP~A assistance would be provided to minimize the risk.
General
Considering the major advantages , ~t appears that the gas centrifuge process
provides a more likely ability to achieve a competitive industry by permittiL
more entrants, more regional participation, more industrial involvecent
(including more labor) , tvith reduced electric potver constraints . The " spinoff" of ne"t-1 technologies such as high speed rotating components, balancing
procedures and special fabrication techniques associated with the gas
centrifuge can be of significant benefit to industry . The availability of
this technology can serve to encourage industrial entry as a supplier. The
use of the technology without compromizing security can serve to uperade
the Nation ' s overall industrial capability .

Extent of Private Industry Interest in Proceeding with
Centrifuge Demonstration Plants now.
Three industry organizations, the Garrett Corporation,
Exxon Nuclear and Centar (Atlantic Richfield and Electronucleonics, Inc.} are now interested in private centrifuge
enriching projects. Each such project, which would require
substantial Government assistance, could result in installation of 2-3 million SWU/year capacity in the 1985-86
time frame.
It is possible that a fourth organization,
Goodyear Aerospace, would also be interested under arrangements to provide the · type of Government assistance believed
to be necessary.
Preliminary project concepts have been supplied to ERDA
by each of the three organizations noted above and there
is evidence that each organization is now prepared to move
promptly. Since a centrifuge plant can be constructed in
relatively small, complete modules the planning of the
companies involves immediate corrunitment to design and installation of the first module of each project (about 0.3 million
S~W/year)which might be operu.tional in the 1980-81 period.
Subsequent modules would be added, assuming initial success,
to reach the 2.3 million SWU capacity figure in the mid-1980's.
While the initial module would clearly not be economic because
of its small size, the companies have generally agreed that
the 2-3 million SWU size should be economic. They therefore
prnjP~t rh.::tr whi 1 P CJnv<=>rnm~=>n_t- C:1_1f'f'0!:-i: i '3 !:''?'l,lLY.'<?d. to !:'82.C'h
this project, further expansion to meet the demands of the
marketplace can be completely accomplished within the private
sector.
Since comparatively little R&D in centrifuge enriching
has yet been performed by the private sector, all private
concepts are founded upon the extensive Government technology
base and the anticipation that Government development programs
will continue.
Inasmuch as the centrifuge process, though
highly promising, has not yet been demonstrated on a production
scale, nor economic established on that basis, all private
concepts anticipate a Government warranty of technology and
a Government commitment to guarantee the private financing
of the project or to take over the project in the event the
private company is unable to continue. These Government
obligations would cease after successful operation of the
expanded project. The companies also seek, by various means,
assistance in reducing the high cost of SWU's from the early
uneconomic modules of each project .

comp,mies are willing to assume some equity
risk at the outset of a certrifuge enriching program
increasing to full equity risk af:er successful operation
of each expanded project.
These is, therefore, reason to believe that 3-4 private
organizations would respond positively to a Request for
Proposals which recognize the factors discussed above.

HJIY GOVERNME"t-1'1' ASSISTANCE?

Question:
-----lfuy should it be necessary for the Government to provide

any assistance to get private industry to get involved in
uranium enrichment? Why not just "unleash" indus·try and
let them move ahead?
Ans'\ver:
Despite many years of successful operation of Governmentmvned plants, uranium enrichment has no con;_rnercial privatesector history. Ma~ ~rocess details must remain classified.
Under these present conditions, commercial lenders
are unwilling to consider risking the large amounts
required for this capital-intensive activity, without
credible assurances that the plant will perform.
First, the technology is owned by the Government and a
substantial royalty will be paid for its use by the private sector.
It is reasonable that the Government should
warrant that the technology will work and be prepared to
back this warranty up with assistance in th~ unlikely event that problems are encountered.
Second, the Government would actually supply, on a cos·t
recovery basis for the UEA Venture (and may be asked to
supply for the expected centrifuge ventures) key pieces
of classified equipment upon which tLe plant performance
depends.
Third, foreign governments and domestic and foreign appropriate Government measures are needed to assure electric utility customers that their orders for nuclear fuels
'l.vill be filled.
This in turn is essential to meeting the
growing domestic demand for electricity, a substantial
part of which must be met from nuclear power if \ve are
to reduce our dependence on foreign oil, and to assuring
that the U.S. maintains its leadership role in the supply
of enrichments services abroad in the rapidly growing
international market.
Fourth, the only present source of back up supplies of
enriched uranium large enough to back-stop the initial
period of operation of new plants is the existing Government stockpile of this material, produced in the existing
Government plants, and in part accumulated to serve exactly this type of contingency support purpose.

\\TIIY PRIVATI

~'IION?

Question:
ERDA (and AEC before it) is d6ing a good job of supplying
uranium en:r:ichment services
Pny not simply con-tinue the
present arrangements and build new Government facilities
rather than set up a complicat.cd ne\'i" arrangement?
o

Answer:
First, the provision of uranium enrichment services is
now essentially a commercial/industrial activity, not
inherently a Government type of activity. There are
many activities which only the Government can properly
perform, but uranium enrichment is not one of them. We
should not continue to expand these Governmental responsibilities within our economic system when private industry
is able and v;illing, under appropriate Government_ licensing,
to provide the service.
Indeed, the Atomic Energy Act,
which is also applicalbe to ERDA, declares in its statement of policy in Section 1 that
"The development, use and control of atomic
energy shall be directed to •.. strengthen free
competition in private ent:erprise."
Second, involving major U.S. firms and based on competition, should display the initiatives which '~'Jill best
meet national goals in terms of assuring innovation, continued growth of the industry to meet domestic needs, and
maintaining a dominant position for the U.S. in international supply. Also, the private venture will generate
substantial revenues to the Treasury through payment of
Federal income taxes and royalties for Government-owned
technology.
Third, within the next 15-20 years, the U.S. must quadruple its present enrichment capacity. The ne\v capacity could cost well over $30 billion in capital costs
alone.
This is without any allowance for inflation (which
could raise the cost to $45-60 billion by the end of the
period).
Even though these costs would be recovered over
a period of 30 years, this is Dn avoiduble financial burden
which the Governm~)nt ~:;hould no 1: be expected to bear when
pri vatc industry is Hilling to ;:;~-:;sume t:he responsibility.

••
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WHY PRIVATIZATION NOW?
Question:
Private involvement seems like a good idea in the longer
term, but why not build another Government plant nmv and
bring private industry in for subsequent increments of
capacity when the nmv gas centrifuge technology is ready
for use?
Answer:
There are several reasons for moving to private entry
immediately:
First, private enterprise has already demonstrated its
capability to do the job in that the presenti Government
plants were build and are operated by private companies
under contract to the Government.
Second, a substantial preparatory effort, funded by private
industry, to undertake the job of constructing the next
increments of U.S. capacity has been underway for the last
several years.
--The UEA venture, based on the diffusion technology,
is the first of these to reach the stage of industrial commitment to construction and contracting.
UEA has lined up numerous potential customers, both
foreign and domestic, and it has made detailed plans
to proceed, including options on land and electric
power.
--Additional private efforts based on the newer
centrifuge technology are being put together by
other private companies in concert with interested
u.s. utility companies. Substantial momentum has
been generated and it is time to get started in
order to realize the benefits of this industrial
initiative.

R()
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Third, the above private activities and financial invest
~
ments were the result of an invitation t .o industry at
\ ~ub
large issued by the Executive Branch, beginning in 1971 \~
and reemphasized in 1973. If the Government does not
move now to support the first outcome of this present
round of activity, it is likely that future private ventures called for by the Government in the energy field

will be substantially oiscouraged. The UEA venture will
not only fulfill immediate needs but will also serve to
"break trail" for subsequent ventures using a less proven
technology.
Fourth, support by the Government of subsequent private
increments of centrifuge capacity is an essential and
integral part of the Administration's plan. When responses to the current Request for Proposals are received
on the centrifuge approach in
it is expected
that a number of such projects would also be selected to
proceed, essentially in parallel to UEA. Approval of the
UEA approach will, however, provide firm assurance now
of future U.S. capacity involving the minimum degree of
technological risk and allowing firm contracting with
domestic and foreign customers to proceed promptly.

)
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CU'l, OFF-DA'l'E'?

Question:
Is there a specified "cut-off" date \·Then, if t.he UEA
project seemed to falter, the Government would decide to
seek authorization and appropriations for an add-on diffusion plant at Portsmouth?

First, the risk of UEA faiJure is considered very small.
Second, there is no one specified, pre-set date for such
a decision.
The approach that has been selected by the
President calls for a major committment to assure privatization of the next increment of capcJ.city, and the full
efforts of the Executive Branch will be devoted to assure
the success of the approach.
The approach contemplates very close monitoring by the
Government at all stages to assure that the Government
could step in if the privatization effort threatened to
fail -- an event that is considered very unlikely. This
close monitoring will prevent any significant loss of
time, if something were to go wrong, and thus assure that
additional capacity can be brought on line by the time it
is needed in the 1983-84 time period.
If the Government had to step ·in, the question of the
plant that would be built (5 million unit add-on plant,
or a 9 million unit free-standing plant) would depend on
when intervention proved necessary.
Some examples will
illustrate the point:
If Congress failed to pass the authorizing legislation
needed for the private enrichment industry approach
and instead, passed authorization and appropriations
for a Government plant, it probably would be desirable
to proceed with the add-on plant approach.
UEA will be proceeding with all necessary arrangements.
for its planned plant (including design, power supply,
etc.) while the Congress acts on the President's proposal.
If at some time prior to McJ.rch 1976 when UEA

2

is expected to complete finonci.al, customer and
power supply arraw:rc::ments, UEA found tlJ.:c>_t it could
not proceed, the Government wouJd need to determine
whether it would be best to proceed with a 5 million
unit add-on plant or with the 9-million unit freestanding plant..
If at smne later time-'!, UEA finds it.s 'day blocked or
the Government finds it necessary to step in and assume UEA assets and liabilities, the Government would
have to decide the best step. At some point it be
more advantageous for the GovernDent to proceed with
the free-standing plant than to revert to an add-on
plant.

DID THE PRESIDENT OVERULE KISSINGER AND SEA.HANS?

Question:
Was ERDA overruled on its proposal to build an add-on
gaseous diffusion plant? Was Kissinger also opposed to
the UEA proposal?
Answer:
The views of all key participants were considered by the
President. There were no disagreements as to the desirability of supporting the development of a private u.s.
enrichment industry, a concensus that this could be done
with imperiling considerations of national security, safeguards or safety, or with the basic reasonableness of the
UEA proposal.
Some of the key judgmental questions which
were considered related to the degreB of assurance that
the project would be completed successfully, that potential
customers and the Congress would be satisfied as to the
viability of the project, and that, as a result, the u.s.
would be able to resume contracting for firm supply of
enrichment services on a timely basis.
Following a thorough review of these and other matter3,
the benefits of early private sector involvement and in
the establishment of an industry, together with the steps
taken to reduce risks and increase assurances, made the
present approach appear as the most des1rable course of
action .

UNANSWERED SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS

Question:
Why is the Ford Administration supporting the development
of nuclear power in this country and abroad by making the
supply of nuclear fuel readily available when there are
still significant unanswered questions regarding the safety
and environmental impact of nuclear power plants.
Answer:
All commercial nuclear power plants in this country are
licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Comm~ssion (NRC) after
a full review, including the opportunity for public participation, of safety and environmental questions. While
there continue to be issues requiring a greater degree of
resolution, the NRC applies conservative criteria to ensure safe performance. The resulting safety record of
commercial nuclear power plants has been excellent. There
has been no member of the public killed or injured by any
accident or occurence at a nuclear power plant in this
country. For this reason and because the overwhelming
majority of technical experts in the field are satisfied
with the level of safety of these plants we conclude that
nuclear power plants are adequately safe. However , we
are pursuing every opportunity to improve even further
the safety of these power plants. Our safety research
programs will spend over $80 Million in FY 1976 in the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Within ERDA our expenditures aimed at assuring environmentally sound fuel waste
disposal amounts to $36 million in FY 1976.

NRC SAFEGUARDS AND SAFETY CONTROLS

Question:
What types of domestic safeguards and safety controls wi11
NRC apply to the UEA and private centrifuge ventures?
Answer:
NRC is expected to requ~re essentially the same types of
safeguards and safety procedures as are now successfully
employed in Government-owned facilities.
In the case of
the UEA plant, safeguards problems will not be as severe
as in Government plants since the UEA plant will be incapable of producing highly enriched U-235. Safety
problems, in a nuclear radiation sense, are minimal.
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FOREIGN INVESTMENT tVITHOUT FOREIGN CONTROI,

Question:
You have indicated that htere will be substantial foreign
investment in the proposed project -- including investment from OPEC nations. What safeguards do vle have to
protect us against potential abuses of foreign investors?
Answer:
I.et me first address the general issue of the desirability
of foreign investment in this type of project. As you
knmv, one of the reasons \vhy private industry has not moved
forward faster in the uranium enrichment field has been
its inability to obtain needed capital. Substantial foreign participation \vould not only help ease this problem
but would provide an excellent example of international
cooperation in developing alternative energy sources.
Furthermore, to the extent that funds from OPEC countries
are involved, this is precisely the type of constructive
use of OPEC money that we vlOuld. like to encourage.
As a target, the UEA plan contemplates 60% foreign investment, and centrifuge ventures could also involve foreign
contributions. These foreign inve3tments result in access, as customers, to an equivalent degree of the product
output of the plant. The product is made available under
Government Agreements for Cooperation and Government export licenses are required. The investments do not result
in access to the classified u.s. technology or in a majority voting right in project management.
With respect to avoiding any potential for abuse resulting
from foreign control or dominance, this is required by
U.S. law and will be a necessary condition of being able
to obtain a license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Foreign participation in the UEA project is designed to
assure both that no single foreign investor will have a
dominant voice in the project, and also that no group of
foreign investors, voting as a bloc, can impose their views
on U.S. investors, voting as a bloc.

URANIUM ENRICHMENT
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
1. Why Privatization?
2. Why Privatization Now?
3. Why Government Assistance?
4.
Cut Off Date?
5.
Did the President Overrule Kissinger and Seamans?
6.
Unanswered Safety and Environmental Questions
7.
NRC Safeguards and Safety Controls
8. · Foreign Investment. v.Ji thout Foreign Cont.rol
9.
Foreign Customer Conditional Contracts .with ERDA
10.
U.S. Share of the Free World Market
11.
Payments by Industry for Government-owned Technology
12. What Happens if a Private Plant Isn't Licensed?
13. What Happens if a Private Plant Doesn't Work?
14.
Does UEA have Customers?

DOES UEA HAVE CUSTOMERS?
Question:
Does the project have all the customers it needs to go
forward?
Answer:
Letters of intent from domestic utilities cover about 15%
of plant output. Several foreign governments have expressed
reasonably firm interest in significant amounts of plant
output. As the project is accepted as the next United
States enriching plant, assuming that the requested authorizing legislation is approved, it is believed that customers
will full subscribe to the available plant output.

£

FOREIGN CUSTOMER CONDITIONAL CONTRACTS WITH ERDA

Question:
What happens to these foreign customers who have contracts
vrith ERDA that are conditional on plutonium recycle and
will therefore be terminated on June 30?
Answer:
Holders of such contracts have a Presidential assurance
that they will be able to obtain their fuel needs from a
U.S. source of supply. The existence of a viable UEA
project will afford this opportunity. Indeed, a number
of countries currently holding conditional contracts are
already prospective investors in UEA.

U.S. SHARE OF THE FREE WORLD NARKET

Question:
How much of the foreign enrichment market might the
expect to capture?

u.s.

Answer:
The informal objective set by planning within the U.S.
Government is to retain in the long term approximately 50%
of the Free World market for uranium enrichment services.
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Question:
Given the heavy investments made by the U.S. taxpayers in
the U.S. enrichmenl ~rogram, what compensation is the Gov~
ernment likely to receive for the technology?
Answer:
It is expected that, as a royalty, the u.s. Government will
charge 3% of the gross revenues of private producers for
the use of its diffusion and centrifuge technologies. For
example, should UEA generate gross revenues of one billion
dollars per year , the Government would receive royalties
of about $30 million per year. Such a level would, of
course, be increased as the centrifuge plants came into
being. The Government would also collect taxes and license
fees from the private operations.

I
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WHAT HAPPE-r...S IF A PtUVATE PLANT ISN'T L.ICENSED?

ou,.. rt ron:

--
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What happens if the plant isn't licensed?

There is little reason to believe that the plant would
not be licensed. From a health safety and environmental
standpoint the project is expected to be much simpler to
license than a nuclear power.reactor. Licensability of
the project will, however, be a key consideration from the
outset and should any difficulties appear they will be recognized early. Under proposed terms the Government would
take over the project if a license were not granted.

....

HHAT HAPPENS IF A PRIVA'IC Pl,ANT DOl"':SN' T WORK?

Question:
What happens if the plant doesn't work?
Answer:
The plant will use a process that has been proven and
perfected over a quarter century of large scale Government
operation. Governmental specialists will be involved
in the details of the project. and the Government will
supply key components. Th~ project will· work.

